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My thesis is a critique on the development of Beijing, Hutong urban space. It questions the selective erasure of history and the meaning of land through
looking at archivisation from various perspectives.
China’s rapid development has altered the city’s landscape on a massive scale, continually eroding the delicate urban tissue of old Beijing. Such dramatic
changes have forced an aging architecture to rely on chaotic, spontaneous renovations to survive the ever-changing neighborhood. In addition, poor
standards of hygiene have turned unique living space and potential thriving communities into a serious urban problem. Hutongs are gradually becoming
the local inhabitants’ dumpster and the haven for the wealthy.
The hutongs blooming 08, will be inserted into the urban fabric, structure like clouds, attracting new people, activities, and resources to reactivate entire
neighborhoods. They exist in symbiosis with the old housing. Fuel by the energy help to renew, the skin structure multiply and morph to provide for the
community’s various needs, thereby allowing local residents to continue living in these old neighborhoods. In time, these interventions will become part of
Beijing’s long history, newly formed membranes within the city’s urban tissue. My proposal is housing for new generations of hutongs, traditional housing
being restored and improved avoiding demolishing the old city. It is also balancing between privacy and community life. Each family is going to be provided
with their own private spaces, such as bed room, side hall, study room, kitchen room, and small court yard.
I am also proposing better sun-light system since over the years the courtyards of these old brick dwellings had gradually become infilled with unhealthy
environment as pressure on land increased leads to lack of sunshine. In addition, I also want to provide Beijing with better ventilation, drainage system and
basic sanitation.

In the previous semester, I was focusing on air pollution and thinking about how architecture can improve air quality and the
environment. And this semester I have been focusing on the structure of the architecture. Also, since I didn’t get a chance to explore
questions touch on the connection with people and the city.
My previous site was in New York but I changed it to Beijing because Beijing is one of the broader topic of environmental issues in the
world. Another reason I chose Beijing is, it represents the crucial cultural element with deep historic events.
The Hutongs are residential neighborhoods formed by lines of traditional courtyards. Since the mid-20th century, a large number of
Hutongs were demolished to make way for new roads and buildings.
Over the years the courtyards of these old brick and timber buildings gradually filled with temporary dwellings as a pressure on land
increased. Poor standards of hygiene have turned community into a serious urban problem. And Hutongs are becoming the local
inhabitants’ dumpster and endanger.

The skin structure exploration models

From the beginning of the semster I made the skin
strcutures out of the chicken wire, and brown papers soaked
in the wax. These are the photos I got from the skin model.
I photoshopped some of them digitally.

These are the renderings I made
using the photos of the skin
models to explore the spatial
structure inside step by step.

This is my actual first drawing I created
with mixed media; shapes, lines, gray
tone colors to explore the spatial skin
structure of the architecture.

This elevation drawing shows the life of the still
growing city underneath of the new hutongs.
Since hutongs have problems with lack of
sunshine because the courtyards are constructed
so close to each other, I wanted to provide the
people with better sunlight quality. Moreover, I
also wanted to provide them with better
ventilation system, improving air flow through

A site mapping of Beijing city zooming
on the nine Hutongs and a plan view of
a portion of new Hutong on top of the
existing Hutong looking down from the
above.

A portion of new Hutong on top of the existing
Hutong looking down from the above. I was also
exploring how both new and old hutongs come
together and attaching each other. The red lines
red lines represent the existing courtyard beneath
and the connections with the new hutong structure.

Manhattan, New York

167 ft

Hutong, Beijing

761 ft

A comparison between previous site
New York, Manhattan and Beijing,
Hutong. Investigating scale of the
new hutong structure comparing
with the previous project in NY.
Questioning the attachments and
the distance between the old and

The new hutongs

Section drawing of the new city hocering
above the existing city cut it from the
middel. Showing what is happening inside
spaces and how two cities come together
with the people doing their activties.

Exploring the different
levels and elevations of the
new city

The site model of one courtyard
area made from plywood and
MDF

Another site model of one
courtyard area with a portion of
the new city of top.

A site mapping model
laser cut on 6”x 4” MDF.
Showing details of the
nine hutongs

Plan drawing shows the new city hovering
above the existing city, cut from the
middle looking down from the above. It
shows the detail structures of the building
and how people would be doing activties
in the spaces like sleep, live, eat, and so
on. It also shows how two cities
connecting to each other.

These are the experimental models from left to
right. I am figuring out the skin and the strcture of
the architecture by making these individually
models. The first one made from chicken wire,
wooden sticks and aluminum wire mesh tied
together to form a cloud like shape. THe secong
one made from woods figuring out the interior
structure. And the third one made from stainless
steel, burnt and folded into shapes, and the steel
wire rods are also inserted into this model to make it
more durable.

Final model respresenting a portion of the new
city with the detail structures inside. This
model is 4 feet tall and 5 feet wide. The steel
rods represent the interior of the architecture
and the cones inside are the rooms that
people can live in. The folding represents the
layers of the building.

The inside detail of
the final model

